
Gravitation™ Beam 
Workplace Tools

 



A bundle of energy. The center of attraction. Gravitation 

Beam is all that and more. Bringing power and privacy to 

individual workspaces and team areas in the open plan, 

Gravitation Beam offers a sleek look and multiple aesthetic 

options to complement any environment. Designed for  

flexibility, it adapts to changing needs with ease. Because 

sometimes you need to keep your options open.

Power to 
the people.
Stay productive anywhere.

Shown with Coordinate™ height-adjustable desks, 
Voi® storage, and Ignition® 2.0 seating.
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More than just a one-hit wonder, Gravitation Beam offers a variety of layouts to keep people productive in the open plan. 

From simple and straightforward to more creative configurations, it gives new meaning to a flexible arrangement.

In fine form.

Shown with PET screens, Mav™ seating and Scramble™ tables.
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Sleek and streamlined work zones? Check. Casual and relaxed 

collaboration hubs? You bet. From social areas to solo spaces, 

Gravitation Beam adapts to its environment providing access to 

power while keeping things open.

Works everywhere you do.

Shown with Coordinate™ height-adjustable desks, Fuse® hanging pedestals and Solve® seating.
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For more information, visit hon.com/gravitationbeamSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

Finishes

The HON Company
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Make your space work.

Models

Perfect for pairing with stationary or height-adjustable tables or alongside soft seating, 

Gravitation Beam offers a variety of widths to fit unique power and data needs in open 

areas. Metal screens are available to provide privacy, modesty, and space division.

Powerful possibilities.

LoftBlack Charcoal Designer 
White

Champagne 
Metallic

Platinum 
Metallic

Atom Bullseye Iris RegattaIon KryptonEmber

Brownstone Fossil Titanium

Paints

Light Gray MuslinPutty

Silver Solar 
Black

Greige

72" Power Beam

72" Metal Screen

60" Power Beam

60" Metal Screen

48" Power Beam

48" Metal Screen


